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1.

WELCOME, INTRODUCTION AND APOLOGIES

2.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

3.

MINUTES OF MEETING - 23 November 2016

4.

MATTERS ARISING

5.

CORRESPONDENCE

6.

DEPUTATIONS AND PETITIONS

7.

CENTRAL CITY SHUTTLE – OPTIONS REPORT

8.

BIKESHARE OVERVIEW AND DISCUSSION

9.

METRO MONITORING REPORT TO DECEMBER 2016

10.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT ADVISORY GROUP TERMS OF REFERENCE

11.

QUESTIONS / GENERAL BUSINESS

12.

CLOSURE

PRESENT
Alister James (Chairperson), Cr Kevin Felstead (Deputy Chairperson), Cr David Bedford, Cr David
Caygill and Cr Steve Lowndes (Environment Canterbury), Mayor Lianne Dalziel, Cr Pauline Cotter
and Cr Phil Clearwater (Christchurch City Council) and Cr Mark Alexander (Selwyn District Council)
IN ATTENDANCE
Janet Begg and David Thornley
Ken Stevenson (Waimakariri District Council), Richard Osborne, Paul Burden, Rob Henderson, Nick
Lovett and Rae-Anne Kurucz (Christchurch City Council), Andrew Mazey (Selwyn District Council),
Steve Higgs (NZ Transport Agency), Bill Bayfield, Jo Dawkins, Shannon Boorer, Claire Nicholls,
Sabine Will, Rachel Young, Edward Wright and Therese Davel (Environment Canterbury)
1. WELCOME, INTRODUCTION AND APOLOGIES
The Chairperson welcomed everyone to the meeting and deferred the deputation item until such
time as Janet Begg arrived.
APOLOGIES
Jim Harland and Dr Anna Stevenson
Alister James / Cr David Bedford
CARRIED
Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee 15 February 2017
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UNCONFIRMED
2.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
No conflicts of interest were declared.

3.

MINUTES OF MEETING – 23 November 2016
(Refer pages 3 – 8 of the agenda)
Resolved:
That the Greater Public Transport Joint Committee confirms as a true and correct
record, and adopts the minutes of the meeting held on 23 November 2016
Alister James / Cr Mark Alexander
CARRIED

4.

MATTERS ARISING
There were no matters arising from the minutes.

5.

CORRESPONDENCE
No correspondence had been received.

Item 8 was taken at this time.
8.

BIKESHARE OVERVIEW AND DISCUSSION
(Refer pages 32 – 40 of the agenda)
Nick Lovett presented the report, taken as read. There was a discussion about the fact that
different transport modes complement each other. A concern about time and resourcing was
expressed and staff agreed to bring a report to the Committee by the end of June.
Resolved (as amended):
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
1. Receives this paper;
2. Recommend the Christchurch City Council and Canterbury Regional Council
work to advance a business case to determine the role and feasibility of
bikeshare as a part of the Metro network, with a report back by the end of June.
3. Investigate partnerships with NZTA and or Auckland whom are having similar
discussions. There is an opportunity to leverage economies of scale through a
joint procurement process.
Alister James / Cr Pauline Cotter
CARRIED

Item 6 was taken at this time and the agenda items followed in order.
6.

DEPUTATIONS AND PETITIONS
City Shuttle
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UNCONFIRMED
Janet Begg and David Thornley made a deputation about the central city shuttle. They each
handed out supporting documents.
David Thornley provided a map of the original shuttle route and gave the Committee some
background into his work. He was the designer of an electric bus in 1998. He would
encourage a smaller bus and noted that the existing vehicles could still be used if equipped
with more modern technology. He indicated that he knew who the owner was. He supported
the shuttle being brought back to the city and although he would prefer it to be a free service
he would find a small charge acceptable.
Janet Begg next made her deputation in support of the shuttle back into the city. She thought
electric would be more environmentally sustainable and would also support it being a free
service.
Alister James thanked Janet and David for their presentation.
7.

CENTRAL CITY SHUTTLE – OPTIONS REPORT
(Refer pages 9 – 31 of the agenda)
Paul Burden briefed the Committee on the report, taking it as read.
During the discussion, an indicative time table and resources were discussed. It was made
clear that because of budgeting timelines it was likely that funding could only be available in
the next Long Term Plan i.e. July 2018.
Other points raised included:
 Considering the refurbishment of the old shuttle;
 Availability and accessibility were more important factors than having a free service;
 A critical piece of missing information was the extent of gaps in the existing Metro network
which has not been clarified yet;
 Whether it was viable as part of the Metro service or what opportunities existed for
independent business support; and
 Staff could continue to work on a number of aspects in preparation of the business case
in the meantime.
Staff agreed that the Committee will receive a report back by the end of June.
Resolved (as amended):
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
1. Recommend that a business case be developed for the West end gap
incorporating the shuttle and bikeshare as options, with a report back by the end
of June.
Cr David Caygill / Cr Steve Lowndes
CARRIED

9.

METRO MONITORING REPORT TO DECEMBER 2016
(Refer pages 41 – 44 of the agenda)
Shannon Boorer provided an update on greater Christchurch patronage to the end of 2016
and referred the Committee to the attached monitoring dashboard. She noted that there is
no clear correlation with any one particular issue but rather many factors are having an
influence e.g. an increase in petrol price would not necessarily mean a rise in the patronage.
It is also a national trend with similar results in other New Zealand cities.
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UNCONFIRMED
Staff agreed to bring a summary of trends (past figures and a forecast) at the next meeting.
The end of 2015 lapsed bus user survey results will also be available for the next meeting.
Resolved:
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
1. Receives the report for information.
Alister James / Cr Mark Alexander
CARRIED
10.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT ADVISORY GROUP TERMS OF REFERENCE
(Refer pages 45 – 55 of the agenda)
Shannon Boorer presented the item noting that the Committee had provided feedback on the
Terms of Reference at its last meeting, and these have been incorporated in this final draft.
It formalises the role of the Public Transport Advisory Group (PTAG) to enable it to support
the Committee and provides clarity to the Advisory Group when / if they need advice from the
Committee. Shannon informed the Committee that the Youth Reference Group for
Sustainable Transport and Disability Reference Group for Public Transport both sit under the
PTAG with representatives on PTAG to represent their views and raise any relevant issues.
Resolved:
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
1. Approves the Terms of Reference for the Public Transport Advisory Group
2. Receives the draft Terms of Reference for the Youth Reference Group for
Sustainable Transport and Disability Reference Group for information.
Cr Pauline Cotter / Cr Phil Clearwater
CARRIED

11.

QUESTIONS / GENERAL BUSINESS
The next meeting will be held on 15 March 2017

12.

CLOSURE
The meeting closed at 4.35pm.
CONFIRMED

________________________
DATE

Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee 15 February 2017

___________________
CHAIRPERSON
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Future Public Transport Business Case
Purpose
1.

This paper provides the Joint Committee with the draft Future Public Transport Strategic
Business Case.

2.

This paper seeks the Committee’s approval, and agreement to progress to the next phase
(Programme Business Case) which seeks to identify options to address the problems
outlined in the Strategic Case.

Value proposition
1.

Progression of a business case into future public transport options would enable decisions
to be made on what the public transport system in the greater Christchurch will look like,
and what steps (if any) need to be taken to plan for that future. Through the business case
process so far, it has been established that the problems identified are sufficient to warrant
further investigations being undertaken.

2.

The business case process provides the evidence for decision makers to have a robust
discussion about the goals and role of public transport and the commitment required to
achieve them. Enhancing public transport requires it to be considered within the context
of the wider transport system. Decisions, policies and planning for the entire network will
impact on public transport and vice versa.

Recommendations
1. That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
1. Notes the Strategic Business Case states there is evidence that change is needed to
the city’s public transport system in order to achieve the long term goals and strategies
of UDS partners, the Regional Public Transport Plan and An Accessible City.
2. Endorse that the Future Public Transport Business Case proceeds to the next phase
to develop options through a Programme Business Case.
3. Notes that a cost-sharing agreement for the costs of a Programme Business Case will
need to be developed and this will determine the timing of the Programme Business
Case.
4. Notes that through the process there will be regular updates to the Joint Public
Transport Committee to seek direction before proceeding to the next stages.
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Background
2. On September 7 2016 the Committee approved proceeding with a Future Public Transport
Business Case. Background information to the business case can be found in the report
to the Committee for the September 7 2016 meeting.

Development of the Strategic Business Case
3. The first step of a Business Case process is the development of the Strategic Business
Case which identifies whether there are problems that need to be resolved (i.e. is there a
case for change).
4. To develop this Strategic Business Case staff from Christchurch City Council, Selwyn
District Council, Waimakariri District Council, Environment Canterbury and the New
Zealand Transport Agency, along with staff from KiwiRail, Regenerate Christchurch and
the Department of Prime Minster and Cabinet attended a workshop on November 28th
2016. The workshop discussed whether there is evidence that supports the problem
statements that the Public Transport Working Group developed in March 2016. The
workshops were facilitated by independent consultants, who have subsequently
developed the draft Strategic Business Case.

Overview of the Strategic Business Case - case for change
5. One of the key objectives of the Regional Public Transport Plan (2014) is to increase
public transport patronage from current levels of 2.3% of total trips in Greater Christchurch
(14 million trips per year) to 3% of total trips by 2020 and 5% by 2030 (35 million trips per
year). An Accessible City also seeks that there is a three-fold increase in public transport
use for Central City trips by 2041,or the Central City’s transport network will not function
efficiently.
6. The draft Strategic Business Case includes the following problem statements to reflect the
key challenges to achieving the agreed public transport patronage targets now and in the
future:


Problem 1 (40% weighting): The current public transport patronage trends risk not
meeting the aspiration for a greener, compact, accessible, sustainable and innovative
economically vibrant city.



Problem 2 (40% weighting): The current transport system leads to poor comparative
travel times for public transport compared with general traffic and poor journey time
reliability for public transport fails to enable effective travel choice.



Problem 3 (20% weighting): As Christchurch grows, unless there is a shift to
increased public transport use, insufficient peak time network capacity will cause
increased local congestion for all road users, which means that public transport will
remain slower than alternatives and drivers are unlikely to change modes.

7. The draft Strategic Business Case includes the following benefits: :


Benefit 1 (60% weighting): Improved network performance as a result of moving
more people in less vehicles.



Benefit 2 (40% weighting): A greener, compact, accessible, sustainable and
innovative economically vibrant Greater Christchurch.

8. The exact wording of these problem and benefit statements are ‘live’ and can be
reconsidered and refined through the Programme Business Case stage.
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9. This draft Strategic Case concludes that the problems and challenges related to public
transport in Greater Christchurch are significant and require addressing to meet the goals
and strategies of all partners and stakeholders. If the problems are not addressed it is
unlikely that public transport patronage targets will be realised, which has significant
implications for the partners and wider community outcomes.
10. It is recommended that this draft Strategic Case is refined through the development
of a Programme Business Case to begin to develop and assess interventions targeted
at increasing patronage and the effectiveness of the Greater Christchurch public
transport system in the short, medium and long term.

Discussion
11. The Committee has indicated it has a vision to get more people using public transport
more often. However, the Strategic Business Case identifies that current trends are
for stagnant or declining ridership and that the status quo will not be enough to attract
people to choose public transport. The Strategic Business Case has shown that the
money spent on public transport per person in Christchurch in the past few years has
been much lower than Auckland and Wellington1, where there has been significant
investment in public transport and subsequently those cities are seeing increasing
public transport use. A decision needs to be made whether there should also be
significant investment in public transport in Christchurch.
12. There is currently substantial investment being made in the cycling network in
Christchurch, which is contributing to an increase in cycling. Christchurch already has
the highest cycling mode share in New Zealand and is increasingly becoming a cycling
city. However, as the city grows and the population ages, it is unlikely that investment
in cycling alone will be enough to prevent road network capacity issues.
13. Significant enhancements to public transport will not only require a significant capital
commitment but also a strong policy position. Decision making for the rest of the
network will need to support increased public transport and cycling use and vice versa.
For example car parking will need to be managed in such a way that supports
increased use of public transport and cycling, demand on the road network will need
to be managed to increase the use of public transport and cycling, and public transport
routes and services need to support the overall network. Similarly, the objective of
increasing public transport use will need to be considered against other objectives,
such as improving the commerciality of public transport or reducing delays for general
traffic. Likewise land use will need to be managed to support this investment in public
transport, for example enabling higher density development along public transport
corridors.
14. If a decision is made to significantly invest in public transport in Christchurch, it will
need to be widely communicated and agreed, so the transport network works together
to increasing public transport use. Deciding to proceed to the next phase of the
Programme Business Case does not commit organisations to invest in public
transport. However, it gives a signal that there is willingness to consider the future of
public transport in Christchurch and financial commitments may be needed at
subsequent decision making points in the process.

1

Approximately $60 per person spent in Christchurch, compared with $120 per person in Auckland and over
$200 per person in Wellington.
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How does this fit with other business cases
15. There are a number of transport business cases in Greater Christchurch under
development at the moment, including business cases for state highways and
Council- managed transport networks. All these business cases are indicating that
Travel Demand Management, including increasing the use of the public transport, is
becoming increasingly important, to reduce delays on the transport network as the
city grows. This Strategic Business Case supports this, by considering options to
improve the public transport system to make public transport a more attractive travel
choice.

Proposed next steps
16. The next steps in the process are as below:
a. The Greater Christchurch Joint Public Transport Committee endorse the Strategic Business
Case for Future Public Transport and agree to proceed to the next step.
b. A cost share agreement is developed amongst the partners to support the Programme
Business Case. Currently this has not been budgeted for.
c. An application will also be made to NZTA for a contribution of funding from the National Land
Transport Fund.
17. It is anticipated that the work would take approximately seven months to complete due to
existing resourcing and its complexity.

Attachments


Future Public Transport Strategic Business Case

File reference
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The aim of this Strategic Case is to summarise the current state of the public transport system in
Greater Christchurch and to examine the key problems (now and forecast over the next 30 years) that
are impacting progress on patronage targets, to determine if there is a case for change.
The Strategic Case has been developed as part of a partnership approach between Environment
Canterbury, Christchurch City Council, NZ Transport Agency, Waimakariri District Council and Selwyn
District Council, overseen by the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Committee.
One of the key objectives of the Regional Public Transport Plan (2014) is to increase public transport
patronage from current levels of 2.3% of total trips in Greater Christchurch (14 million trips per year)
to 3% of total trips by 2020 and 5% by 2030 (35 million trips per year).
A review of the current state of public transport in Greater Christchurch shows declining patronage
(post-earthquake) and disjointed infrastructure provision, however, despite these challenges existing
public transport user satisfaction remains high.
Partners and stakeholders agreed the following problem statements to reflect the key challenges to
achieving the agreed public transport patronage targets now and in the future:
Problem 1 40%: The current public transport patronage trends risks not meeting the aspiration for a
greener, compact, accessible, sustainable and innovative economically vibrant city.
Problem 2 40%: The current transport system leads to poor comparative travel times for public
transport compared with general traffic and poor journey time reliability for public transport fails to
enable effective travel choice.
Problem 3 20%: As Christchurch grows, unless there is a shift to increased public transport use,
insufficient peak time network capacity will cause increased local congestion for all road users, which
means that public transport will remain slower than alternatives and drivers are unlikely to change
modes.
The following benefits were identified and agreed with partners and stakeholders:
Benefit 1 60%: Improved network performance as a result of moving more people in less vehicles.
Benefit 2 40%: A greener, compact, accessible, sustainable and innovative economically vibrant
Greater Christchurch.

The Case for Change
This Strategic Case concludes that the problems and challenges related to public transport in Greater
Christchurch are significant and require addressing to meet the goals and strategies of all partners and
stakeholders. If the problems are not addressed it is unlikely that public transport patronage targets
will be realised, which has significant implications for the partners and wider community outcomes.
It is recommended that this Strategic Case is refined through the development of a Programme Business
Case to begin to develop and assess interventions targeted at increasing patronage and the
effectiveness of the Greater Christchurch public transport system in the short, medium and long term.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose
A successful public transport system is a key component of modern, vibrant cities, that helps people
access jobs, services and leisure activities, whilst reducing vehicle trips and improving the efficiency of
the transport network. A successful public transport system also has wider social, economic and
environmental benefits and is considered vital in assisting with the ongoing recovery, regeneration and
growth that is occurring in the Greater Christchurch area.
The aim of this Strategic Case is to summarise the current state of the public transport system in
Greater Christchurch and to examine the key problems (now and forecast over the next 30 years) that
are impacting progress on patronage targets. Finally, this Strategic Case outlines the key benefits of
addressing these problems using an evidence based approach.
The Strategic Case has been developed as part of a partnership approach between Environment
Canterbury, Christchurch City Council, NZ Transport Agency, Waimakariri District Council and Selwyn
District Council, overseen by the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Committee. The study area for
this Strategic Case is the current Greater Christchurch Metro network (Figures 1, 2 and 3).
Figure 1: Greater Christchurch Metro Bus Network – Christchurch City
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Figure 2 Greater Christchurch Metro Bus Network – Selwyn District

Figure 3 Greater Christchurch Metro Bus Network – Waimakariri District

The Greater Christchurch area is located within the Canterbury region, New Zealand’s largest region by
area. Christchurch City accounts for 63.6 percent of the total regional population and is the main urban
centre of New Zealand’s South Island i.
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The Selwyn District is a predominantly rural area in central Canterbury to the south of Christchurch
City, with a population of approximately 50,000 people ii. The Metro network serves the towns of
Burnham, Lincoln, Springston, Rolleston and Prebbleton. The Waimakariri District is located to the north
of Christchurch City and has a population of approximately 58,000 people iii. The Metro network serves
the towns of Kaiapoi, Rangiora, Pegasus, Woodend and Waikuku. The Metro Network consists entirely
of bus services except for one ferry route connecting Diamond Harbour with Lyttelton.
Greater Christchurch has a rich history; people have inhabited the area for over 40 generations (c.8001000 years) attracted by the abundant natural resources. Ngai Tahu is the largest tribe (iwi) in the South
Island, comprised of a number of related sub-tribes (hapu) and extended families. The population of
Greater Christchurch grew from 414,000 in 2006 to 428,000 in 2013 and based on a medium growth
projection is expected to reach 566,900 by 2043iv.
Transport plays a key role as enabler for each sector of the regional economy. Economic activity is a
driver of demand in the Christchurch transport system, whether it be for the local, regional, interregional or international movement of people and goods. Christchurch city is crucial to the economic
output of the Canterbury region and New Zealand. Nearly 70 percent of the region’s economic output
comes from activities which occur within the city boundary v.
Greater Christchurch has an extensive bus network with routes serving most parts of the city and
satellite towns. Public transport facilities and infrastructure are provided by local authorities
(Christchurch City, Waimakariri District and Selwyn District), however, the local bus service (Metro) is
managed by Environment Canterbury.

Scope
The scope of this Strategic Case is to identify and present evidence of the key problems that are
impacting progress on public transport patronage targets for Greater Christchurch. This Strategic Case
has been prepared in accordance with the principles outlined in the NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) Better
Business Case Approach guidelines. The key focus of this Strategic Case is realising current and future
patronage targets. One of the key objectives of the RPTP (2014) is to increases public transport
patronage from current levels of 2.3% of total trips in Greater Christchurch (14 million trips per year)
to 3% of total trips by 2020 and 5% by 2030 (35 million trips per year) as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Regional Public Transport Plan (2014) Patronage Target Graph

vi

A key component of the scope of this Strategic Case is also realising the vision for public transport in
the region. Environment Canterbury’s 2014 Regional Public Transport Plan (RPTP 2014) sets out the
following future vision for public transport:
“Our public transport system contributes to a healthy, sustainable Canterbury region. It is attractive,
convenience, easy to use, takes us where we want to go and is responsive to our changing transport
needs, providing an affordable and economically sustainable alternative to many car trips.”
The scope is intended to provide a longer term (30 year) view and is focused on identifying the key
problems that are effecting uptake and use of public transport in Greater Christchurch. Existing pieces
of work (such as current business cases) focus on more immediate minor tweaks to the public transport
system. The Strategic Case also outlines the potential benefits of addressing the identified problems
and realising the goals and objectives of the various partner organisations.
This Strategic Case and subsequent business case planning and implementation stages will help inform
transport investment priorities, shape future interventions, and identify the effectiveness and efficiency
of these measures. The outcomes of this process will be used to inform the Regional Public Transport
Plan (RPTP), Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP). Long Term Plans and local transport strategies.

Partner Organisations
The following organisations are the partner organisations who are responsible for funding or providing
public transport infrastructure and services in Greater Christchurch.
Environment Canterbury (ECan): is a project partner. ECan is the regional council for the Canterbury
region. ECan provides an important role as the lead agency for regional transport planning, provision
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of public transport services (Metro), and is an advocating and influencing agency for the provision of
public transport infrastructure in the city 1.
Christchurch City Council (CCC): is a project partner. The Christchurch City Council’s territorial area
covers 1,426 square kilometres and is home to 375,000 people. Christchurch City Council is the asset
owner of the transport system in Christchurch, including public transport facilities and infrastructure.
Selwyn District Council (SDC): is a project partner and serves a fast-growing population of
approximately 50,000 (estimate, March 2015) across an area of 6,420 square kilometres. SDC is the
asset owner of the local transport system in Selwyn District, including public transport facilities and
infrastructure.
Waimakariri District Council (WDC): is a project partner. The Waimakariri District covers 2,219 square
kilometres and is home to 57,800 people. Waimakariri District Council is the asset owner of the local
transport system in Waimakariri District, including public transport facilities and infrastructure.
New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA): is a project partner. The New Zealand Transport Agency
manages the State Highway system in Greater Christchurch, this includes SH1, 71, 73, 74, 74(A), 75,
76 which provide inter-regional connections to the city. New Zealand Transport Agency is also
responsible for allocating funds from the National Land Transport Fund.
Appendix D illustrates how stakeholder/partner strategies and organisational goals align with
investment in public transport within the Greater Christchurch. The Introduction to the ‘Outlining the
Need for Investment’ section explains the role of partners organisations have had in this business case.

THE CURRENT STATE
Historical Context
As shown in Figure 5 the city has grown from a small agricultural town in the 1800’s to the Greater
Christchurch area of today. Development originally followed public transport corridors (i.e. tram lines).
Figure 5 City Development Between1886 - 1976vii

Ōtākaro is the initial owner of the Central City Bus Interchange and Environment Canterbury
manages the day-to-day operation of the facility.
1
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Public Transport in Greater Christchurch has a long and established history of delivering services to
meet the needs of the traveling public, whilst also delivering wider social and economic benefits. Annual
public transport patronage reached its lowest levels in the early 1990’s (less than 7 million passenger
trips per year). The highest year of patronage occurred in 1945 with approximately 32 million trips
recorded (with less than half the population of today), as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 Public Transport Patronage – Total Trips Per Annum and Annual Trips Per Capita viii

Significant growth was observed between 2000 and 2004 with the implementation of several notable
milestones including the Metro card, Orbiter service, real time information, and the opening of the first
Central City interchange. Public transport patronage continued to climb steadily and reached a peak of
just over 17 million in the 2009-2010 fiscal year (46 trips per person, per year) as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Public Transport Patronage – Milestone investments and total trips per annum/per capita ix

The Canterbury earthquake sequence that began on 4 th September 2010 contained four main
earthquakes and thousands of aftershocks. The second 6.3 magnitude earthquake of 22 nd February
2011, centred just east of the city, was one of New Zealand’s worst natural disasters. One hundred and
eighty five people were killed and alongside the tragic loss of life, more than 8,000 households were
permanently displaced by land damage, 90 percent of residential properties were damaged in some
way and 80 percent of buildings in the Central Business District had to be demolished x.
The earthquakes affected the suitability of some existing urban areas to continue to be used for
residential, community and business purposes. Approximately 13,500 residents left the Christchurch
City area since the earthquakes and the temporary closure of the Central City immediately following
the earthquakes affected over 6,000 businesses. Many affected residents and businesses relocated
either within the city or to neighbouring districts such as Selwyn and Waimakariri.
The effects of the 2010/11 earthquake had a significant impact on the public transport system. The
earthquake altered travel patterns and also effected the operation of the bus network. Pre-earthquakes
almost all buses went through the Central City, however, the closure of the Central City (postearthquakes) disrupted the utility and effectiveness of the public transport system design. A re-design
to the current ‘hubs and spokes’ model was implemented in December 2014.
It is anticipated that the shape of Greater Christchurch will continue to change during the ongoing
recovery period, particularly over the next 10-15 year period as land use adapts and develops and
corresponding movement of people and goods occurs. Therefore, it is essential that the design and
provision of the public transport system is ready to change and adapt in order to meet the future needs
of residents and visitors over the next 30 years.
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Current State
This section provides an overview of the current state of public transport in Greater Christchurch:
§
§
§
§

An overview of land use and demographics as they affect public transport outcomes
A summary of the existing network and current public transport infrastructure
A brief description of current patronage trends and fare box recovery rates, and
An overview of recent customer insight research

Land Use and Demographics
Where people live and work and the characteristics of individuals and households can have a significant
effect on public transport outcomes. Christchurch is predominantly a medium density city, with most
residential areas having between 20 and 40 people per hectare. There are some higher density areas
including the suburbs of Addington and Riccarton. Employment is primarily concentrated in and around
the city centre, along Blenheim Road to the west and in satellite centres xi. The central city experienced
significant disruption as a result of the Canterbury earthquake sequence (as detailed earlier) and is only
now starting to recover as the rebuild progresses.
There are few significant mixed-use areas with a dense combination of both residential population and
employment. Christchurch is unique as it currently has a low city centre population (due to earthquake
sequence), relative to other New Zealand cities. Land use patterns mean that many trips on the network
originate from a wide variety of destinations and terminate at a range of destinations within Greater
Christchurch. However, the city centre remains a key destination for public transport trips in Greater
Christchurchxii.
Eighty-one per cent of Canterbury’s population (476,900 people) live in the three Greater Christchurch
Territorial Authorities: Waimakariri District, Christchurch City and Selwyn Districtxiii. Greater
Christchurch currently has the highest rate of car ownership and usage compared to other New Zealand
cities, with low public transport usage of less than 3% on an average day xiv.
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Figure 8 Census (2013) Quick Facts

Existing Network
The existing public transport network is designed around five high frequency routes, known as Metro
Lines (Figure 9 – high frequency = service every 15 minutes or better all day). Four of these routes travel
across Christchurch via the central city, and are identified by colour, while the Orbiter service provides
a frequent radial service around the city.
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Figure 9 Greater Christchurch’s Frequent Networkxv

The network includes a number of connector routes that expand the reach of the bus network and
complement the Metro route lines. Local routes mostly run every 30-60 minutes and provide access
rather than frequency to most parts of the city. The current bus system relies heavily on interchange
points throughout the city, and at the central interchange in the CBD. These include the Riccarton Bus
Lounge and multiple suburban hubs. Passengers on the majority of low frequency local routes must
transfer as one of these points to reach the central city, and many other origins and destinations are
connected by these hubs.
The new Christchurch CBD interchange that opened 25th May 2015 is designed as a central facility for
transfers between bus services that run through the central city. It includes a lounge and retail area
and ticketing kiosk.
Existing bus priority measures, including peak-only and all-day bus lanes and bus priority at
intersections are currently limited and disjointed, which is likely to reduce the attractiveness of bus
services for passengers and potentially impact journey time reliability. Figure 10 shows the location of
current dedicated bus lanes (note additional bus lanes are currently being built on Riccarton Road and
in parts of the central city and are not shown on this map as they are not yet fully operational).
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Figure 10 Current Dedicated Bus Lanesxvi

Public Transport Patronage
Prior to the 2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence, Greater Christchurch experienced robust increases
in public transport patronage. Following the earthquakes, patronage dropped significantly and has not
yet recovered. Patronage in Greater Christchurch has been decreasing over the past year (Figure 11).
Figure 11 Greater Christchurch Public Transport Patronagexvii

According to data from the 2013 Census, 2.5% of workers in Christchurch City commuted by public
transport on Census day xviii.
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Out of the ten largest cities in Australasia, Christchurch was performing well in terms of increasing
patronage from a 2001-2002 baseline up until the earthquakes. While patronage has recovered slightly,
it is not in line with increasing trends and in declining slightly as shown in Figure 12. Cities that have
made recent significant investments in public transport (such as Perth, Auckland, Brisbane and
Melbourne), to address issues such as congestion and the affordability of transport have experienced
increases in public transport patronage.
Figure 12: Public Transport Patronage Trends in Comparable Cites

Figure 13 illustrates comparative underinvestment in Greater Christchurch’s public transport system
compared with other major cities in New Zealand. The public transport system in Greater Christchurch
receives less than one-third of the investment (per capita) of Auckland and approximately half the
amount of Wellington from the National Land Transport Fund.
Figure 13: National Land Transport Fund Spent on Public Transport per Person (2015/16)xix

In addition, total investment (all expenditure) in new and improved roads in Canterbury significantly
exceeds investment (all expenditure) in public transport. Figure 14 shows that since 2010 investment
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in roads has grown to nearly $250 million, whereas public transport investment has remained static at
less than $50 million per annum.
Figure 14: Transport Spending in Canterbury per Yearxx

Public transport demands in Christchurch vary significantly between different locations and routes.
Figure 15 shows the relationship between frequency and patronage is evident in Christchurch
performance data. Figure 1 suggests that frequency is a critical driver of patronage, the five lines that
run every 15 minutes or better are the top performers in terms of patronage.

Figure 15 Relationship between Route Frequency and Utilisation - March 2016xxi
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Census data shown in Figure 16 illustrates the origin of workers who took a bus to work on Census
day 2013. The darker shades of green show the areas with a higher percentage of public transport
use – predominantly to the east and west of the Central City.
Figure 16: Percentage of People who took a Public Bus to Work (2013 Census) xxii

Customer Experience
As part of the Christchurch City Council’s Strategic Case for its transport network some customer
perspectives were gatheredxxiii:
§

Public transport coverage was commended, although reliability was recognised as a limitation. Low
levels of congestion in comparison to other major New Zealand cities was also cited as a positive
by one respondent and is likely to impact public transport use.

§

Congestion and travel time reliability were amongst the biggest frustrations respondents’
expressed, although many noted this was limited to peak hours and certain routes. The second
biggest frustration was linked to continuity, with many respondents noting the lack of bus priority
making public transport less attractive than the private car.

Existing Greater Christchurch public transport users are regularly surveyed by Environment Canterbury
(ECan) to better understand customer satisfaction and insights. Figure 17 summarises key findings of
this research and further results from the survey are provided in Table 5 at Appendix E.
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Figure 17 Metro Customer Satisfaction Survey Resultsxxiv

OUTLINING THE NEED FOR INVESTMENT
Introduction
Over the past few decades there have been various considerations of future public transport options
for Greater Christchurch. These have led to the need to undertake future public transport investigations
being included as an action within a number key strategic transport documents (An Accessible City,
Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan and Greater Christchurch Transport Statement) that have been
approved over the last 4-5 years.
In 2014 the partners commissioned Aurecon to undertake a review and gap analysis of the previous
studies undertaken into the future of Greater Christchurch’s public transport system. The review
concluded that the partners have been well informed by previous public transport studies and the need
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for rapid public transport (i.e. a bus rapid transit and/or rail network) on some key corridors has been
clearly stated. However planning for future modes and developing the supporting infrastructure will
require further work. The review outlined what detailed investigations are required.
In March 2016 a Business Case process was initiated to progress these investigations into future Public
transport options. A series of Investment Logic Mapping (ILM) workshops were held in March 2016.
Representatives (both staff and Councillors/Commissioners) from Christchurch City Council, Selwyn
District Council, Waimakariri District Council, Environment Canterbury and staff from the New Zealand
Transport Agency and Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority attended the workshops. The
workshops were facilitated by an accredited Better Business Case facilitator. During the workshops
problems were identified and agreed relating to the current public transport system and the benefits
sought by addressing them (outlined in ILM statements in Appendix A and B and within this section).
On 7 September 2016, the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee approved that the
Future Public Transport Business Case proceeds.
Minor amendments have been made to the ILM statements as a result of further development of the
evidence and discussions at the workshop held on the 28 th of November 2016 with staff from the
partner organisations (Environment Canterbury, Christchurch City Council, Selwyn District Council,
Waimakariri District Council, and the New Zealand Transport Agency) and stakeholders.
The following stakeholders contributed to the development of this Strategic Case and are critical to the
long term effective planning, delivery and operation of public transport in Greater Christchurch.
•
•
•
•

KiwiRail
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet
Regenerate Christchurch
Canterbury Development Corporation

Following the workshops, data collection and supporting evidence was collated to provide greater
clarity around the scale and significance of the problems. The following section provides an overview
of the evidence that supports the scale and significance of the problems identified.

Problem Identification and Evidence
Problem 1 –The current public transport patronage trends risk meeting the aspiration for a
greener, compact, accessible, sustainable and innovative vibrant city.

Problem 1 relates to the current trend of declining public transport patronage and the impact that this
is having on achieving key strategic outcomes.
The current public transport patronage trends in Greater Christchurch are outlined in Figures 6 and 7.
In the past year patronage has dropped 3%, whilst at the same time there has been a 3% increase in
public transport patronage nationally (shown by Figure 18). Patronage across the Greater Christchurch
network is 20% lower than before the earthquakesxxv. However since the earthquakes, the population of
Greater Christchurch has increased, so there has been a drop in patronage per capita from 46 trips per
person annually to less than 35 trips per person annually as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 18 Patronage change from 2015-2016xxvi

Place

Change

From

To

Auckland

5%

79,249,549

82,904,160

Wellington

3%

36,406,866

37,330,479

Canterbury

-3%

14,344,095

13,859,074

Waikato

-6%

4,341,361

4,085,467

BOP

7%

3,138,381

3,352,802

Otago total

-5%

2,809,010

2,681,639

Manawatū–Whanganui

-6%

1,447,403

1,356,938

Hawkes Bay

-7%

744,381

694,557

Taranaki

3%

586,306

605,603

Nelson/ Tasman/ Marlborough

-1%

442,305

439,815

Northland

2%

312,821

318,249

Southland

-14%

245,118

211,425

Gisborne

6%

138,261

146,129

West Coast

2%

23,952

24,549

TOTAL

3%

144,229,809

148,010,886

Increased public transport patronage is a strategic outcome in a number of strategic and statutory
documents in Greater Christchurch. For example, one of the key objectives of the Regional Public
Transport Plan (2014) is to increase public transport patronage from current levels of 2.3% of total trips
in Greater Christchurch (14 million trips per year) to 3% of total trips by 2020 and 5% by 2030 (35
million trips per year). As per Figure 4 shows the current patronage trends are not tracking towards
these targets set in the 2014 Regional Public Transport Plan.
The vision for Greater Christchurch in the Urban Development Strategy is:
By the year 2041, Greater Christchurch has a vibrant inner city and suburban centres surrounded by
thriving rural communities and towns, connected by efficient and sustainable infrastructure.
There is a wealth of public spaces ranging from bustling inner city streets to expansive open spaces
and parks, which embrace natural systems, landscapes and heritage.
Innovative businesses are welcome and can thrive, supported by a wide range of attractive facilities
and opportunities.
Prosperous communities can enjoy a variety of lifestyles in good health and safety, enriched by the
diversity of cultures and the beautiful environment of Greater Christchurch.
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One of the strategic goals to achieve this vision is an efficient, reliable, safe and resilient transport
system for people and businesses reduces dependency on private motor vehicles, promotes active and
public transport, and improves accessibility for all people.
The Canterbury Regional Policy Statement, Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan, the Greater
Christchurch Transport Statement and the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan also seeks to
improve public transport use.
Through the share an idea consultation in 2011, post-earthquake, there was public support for high
quality, efficient and integrated public transport that uses a mixture of modes that encourages people
to leave their car at homexxvii.
Declining public transport use also limits the ability of the partner organisations to achieve their
objectives, such as:
§

Achieving a threefold increase in PT trips into the central city to maintain sufficient peak time
network capacity see Figure 28 for more information.

§

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 50 per cent by 2040 (based on 2008 levels) xxviii. In 2008,
3.6 million tonnes of greenhouse gas were emitted from Christchurch. This is about 10 tonnes per
person, per year, with transport fuels making up around 67% of emissions.

The private vehicle is the dominant mode of transport in Greater Christchurch, as highlighted by the
high private vehicle mode share for journeys to work (83% in the Christchurch metropolitan urban area),
compared to public transport 3%, walking 6% and cycling 8%) xxix. Single occupancy vehicle trips are high,
especially for trips to work as shown in Figure 19.
Figure 19: Vehicle Occupancy Rates by Trip Purposexxx
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Problem 2 - The current transport system leads to poor comparative travel times for public
transport compared with general traffic and poor journey time reliability for public transport
that fails to enable effective travel choice.

Problem 2 suggests that public transport travel times and reliability are a key problem that limits the
use and effectiveness of buses in Greater Christchurch. Journey time reliability is important for
residents and businesses who want to have confidence in the transport system. Consistent, reliable
travel times for daily journeys contribute to an efficient and enjoyable travel experience. It is difficult
for a user of the transport system to make an informed decision on modal choice for a particular journey
when travel times vary greatly from day to day.
§

The 2016 Metro User survey indicates that 25% of respondents mentioned improvements to public
transport frequency, scheduling and punctuality as key improvements. A further 12% suggested
improvements to routes and 8% suggested improvements to cost or payment methods xxxi.

§

Table 1 shows comparative travel times for four strategic corridors within Greater Christchurch for
cars, buses and bikes. Car travel is much faster than bus travel on all routes and bike travel time is
faster than bus travel times on three routes. Further comparisons at Appendix F (Table 6).

Table 1: Travel Time and Cost of Travel on Main Routes in Christchurch for Car, Bus and Bike (PM Peak) xxxii

§

The Christchurch Transport Operations Centre undertakes monthly reporting of key route travel
time performance measures. Figure 20 illustrates the average travel time and travel time variance
for both general traffic and public transport, by time of day on several strategic routes. The data
shows that travel time variability for general traffic varies between 6 and 19 percent (4 to 14
minutes) over the past 12 months and public transport travel times vary between 10 and 20 percent
(6 to 14 minutes) over the same period. The data shows that travel times for buses are more variable
than general traffic over the past three months.
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Figure 20 Average Travel Time and Travel Time Variance (Transport Operations Centre September 2016) xxxiii

§

The average speed of public transport in Christchurch is slower than that of Auckland and
Wellington as shown in Table 2. Christchurch’s average public transport travel speed of 14.3 km/ph
compares poorly with general traffic speed for cars of 28.2km/ph.

Table 2: Comparative Travel Speeds and Public Transport Mode Sharexxxiv

Area
Auckland
Wellington
Christchurch

Average public transport speed for
work trips (km/ph)

Public transport mode share of journeys (%)

16.8

7

21

12

14.3

3

§

Data on per kilometre economic impact of delays on the Christchurch road network is provided in
Appendix E. The largest economic impacts are observed on the Four Avenues and the major
arterials to the west of the central city. Some delays may be caused by on-going repairs and
maintenance of the road network.

§

Public Transport reliability in Christchurch is considerably lower than Auckland and Wellington,
where approximately 95% of services run on time. The travel times for outbound services in
Christchurch are very unreliable, especially in the PM peak as shown in Figure 21. The reliability of
inbound bus services in the morning peak varies between 50% - 90%, whereas in the evening peak
it varies between 60% - 85%. Reliability of outbound bus services in the morning peak is between
30% - 75%, and in the evening peak between 12% - 50%.
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Figure 21: Public Transport Reliability June 2015 - June 2016xxxv

Figure 22: CTOC Map showing Areas with Average Bus Travel Times below 20 km per Hour AM Peak xxxvi
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Figure 23: CTOC Map Showing Areas with Average Bus Travel Times below 20 km per Hour PM Peak

To summarise, the evidence suggests that there is a significant correlation of low uptake of public
transport and the comparatively slower than private vehicle travel (and in some cases cycling), which
limits attractiveness. In addition, the evidence suggests public transport is less reliable than other
modes, which results in people making alternative travel choices.
In recent years some infrastructure has been put in place to increase the speed of public transport.
However:
§

Current bus priority infrastructure is minimal and where infrastructure is provided, it is disjointed
and often requires buses to merge with general traffic, which reduces the effectiveness of bus lanes
(see map shown at Figure 10 – current provision). This results in congestion hotspots and delays
for public transport as shown by the purple shading in Figure 24. Further information relating
congestion and the economic impact is provided in Appendix E. Despite the scheduled
improvements to the Main North, Lincoln and Riccarton Corridors, there are still delays for public
transport in 2041 (the green in Figure 25 shows the delays).
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Figure 24: AM Peak Gap Analysisxxxvii

Figure 25: 2041 Public Transport Service Costs

xxxviii
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§

Only 68% of households within the Greater Christchurch urban area are located within 500m of a
bus routexxxix (also see Appendix E), which means that over 30% of households need to travel more
than 500m to catch public transport, which increases the total journey time. Furthermore because
travel times on PT are slower and take much longer than car travel, only around 20% of the
population that live within 20 minutes’ drive of the central city can also access the CBD by public
transport in less than 20 minutes (see Figure 26).

Figure 26: Accessibility to the CBD by Time of Day – Car vs Bus – 2021 Transport Network xl

Problem 3 – As Christchurch grows, unless there is a shift to increased public transport use,
insufficient peak time network capacity will cause increased local congestion for all road
users, which means that public transport will remain slower than the alternatives and drivers
are unlikely to change modes

Problem 3 suggests that growth and capacity constraints are likely to result in increased congestion
for all users and without intervention, public transport will not be able to compete with other modes.
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§
§

The population of Greater Christchurch (476,900) is already above pre-earthquake levels (464,900),
and is estimated to increase further by 2018 (498,400).
Greater Christchurch expected to experience significant growth in the coming years. Greater
Christchurch is the largest urban area in the second fastest growing region in New Zealand (see
Figure 27). Christchurch has been identified as a high growth area in the consultation document on
the National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity by the Ministry for the Environment.

Figure 27: Projected average annual population change (Statistics New Zealand)
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Figure 28: Annual Average Population Growth for Selected Time Periods (Statistics New Zealand)

§

Figure 28 shows how the districts of Waimakariri District and Selwyn District have grown
significantly post-earthquake and the accessibility maps (Figure 26) show these areas are currently
poorly served by public transport, compared to car accessibility.

§

The impact of land use changes and development is a key challenge in the Greater Christchurch
area. Figure 29 shows the Greater Christchurch settlement pattern through to 2028, which
emphasises the intention to consolidate and intensify urban areas. Within Christchurch City, land
for housing and business is mainly located in the north and southwest areas, as well as the
repopulation of the Central City.
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Figure 29: The Greater Christchurch Settlement Pattern to 2028 (Map A, Chapter 6, CRPS) xli

§

Analysis for the An Accessible City transport chapter of the Christchurch Central Recovery Plan
shows that by 2041 there will be 80,000 more cars and result in additional congestion in Central
City if business as usual travel patterns continuexlii.

§

Threefold increase in cycling and public transport use is needed by 2041 to keep traffic volumes
and congestion at no greater than pre-earthquake levels. The An Accessible City Programme
Business Case (2016) provides direction as to changes in transport mode to support Christchurch’s
transition from a high car dependant city. Figure 30 shows mode share in 2010 and three different
scenarios for 2041 for mode use to and from the central city.
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Figure 30: 2041 Daily Mode Share to/from Central City (excludes walking)xliii

§

Levels of congestion on the road network continue to increase, with 40% more traffic congestion
expected in Christchurch by 2041, which affects wider economic outcomes including the ability to
efficiently move people and goods around the networkxliv.

§

The displacement of businesses following the earthquakes exacerbated this and is a key challenge
identified in the Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan. Long term planning aims to reverse the
trend by intensifying business and housing around key activity areas. As businesses begin to
resettle back in the CBD the level of demand for trips to the CBD will increase, especially during the
morning and evening peaks. This change in travel demand profiles coupled with population growth
over time will result in additional congestion for the system in its current configuration.

§

Christchurch has the highest car mode share of the largest cities in New Zealand and it is estimated
that private vehicle trips are growing at a rate of 1% a year, and freight trips at double this rate.

To summarise, changes in land use in Greater Christchurch have had a significant impact on the
effectiveness of public transport and the whole transport system. Improvements in the effectiveness of
both will require ongoing consultation and planning with a number of organisations in Greater
Christchurch.
Land use associated with population and business change is not adequately aligned with transport
infrastructure in Christchurch. Not only does this results in congestion on key corridors that experience
peak time delays but it also reinforces private vehicle land use and transport policy. Without
intervention, bus priority measures will remain disjointed, or unavailable, resulting in increased journey
times and poor journey time reliability.
The current Hubs and Spokes model for public transport has been implemented to provide flexibility.
It may be necessary to amend elements of routes as the rebuild progresses and settlement patterns
become clearer and in order to meet investment objectives that may be agreed in the future
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Benefits of Addressing the Problems
The potential benefits of successfully investing to address the problems were identified during the
Strategic Case workshops. The full Investment Logic Maps are provided at Appendix A and B.
Table 3: Benefits of Investment and Key Performance Indicators

Benefits

Benefit
one:
Improved
network
performance as a result of moving more
people in less vehicles.:.

Key Performance Indicators
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Benefit two: A greener, compact,
accessible, sustainable and innovative
economically
vibrant
Greater
Christchurch.

§
§
§

Increased community cohesion
Travel time by mode
Travel time delay by mode and/travel time reliability
Spatial coverage public transport (resident
population)
Spatial coverage public transport (employees)
Temporal coverage of public transport
Percentage vehicle occupancy at peak time
Throughput by mode
Throughput efficiency by mode
Travel time variability (reliability) by mode and during
peak hours
Increased community cohesion - Customer
experience including reduced cost of transport to the
community
Peak period
Energy used more efficiently

The estimated timeframes for accruing these benefits will be detailed in subsequent phases of the
business case approach.
The evidence base contained in this Strategic Case has been developed based on existing reports,
studies and publically available information. More detailed evidence and data gathering is
recommended to occur in subsequent phases such as the Programme Business Case to provide greater
detail to specific issues as part of the problem statements and to enable development of alternatives
and options to address the problems and achieve the benefits of investment.
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STRATEGIC CONTEXT
Policy Alignment
Several organisations are responsible for both the provision and funding of different components of
the Greater Christchurch public transport system. Achieving a fully integrated public transport system
can be difficult in this multi-agency environment. Despite this challenge, partner organisations remain
committed to improving the public transport system in Greater Christchurch, with the support of the
Joint Public Transport Committee (made up of elected members from all partner organisations).
Over the past couple of decades there have been a number of studies into future public transport
systems for Greater Christchurch. This has resulted in a number of strategic documents in Greater
Christchurch signalling that further planning and investigations will be undertaken:
An Accessible City: "In the longer term, a public transport system investigation will be undertaken".
Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan: "The partners will engage in investigations into the future of
public transport for Greater Christchurch, including consideration of heavy rail, light rail, bus ways and
the appropriate locations for Park and Ride sites".
Greater Christchurch Transport Statement: One of the top priorities identified is to "investigate and
protect future public transport options".
Greater Christchurch Metro Strategy: One of the top five actions is to investigate, consult the public
and plan for future public transport modes, including, but not limited to, bus rapid transit, light rail
and heavy rail.
The existing evidence base confirms that the strategic objectives of stakeholders and partners are
aligned in recognition of the need to provide a well-connected, effective public transport network to
enable growth, resilience and achieve the goal of a greener, compact, accessible, sustainable and
innovative economically vibrant city.
Further detailed analysis of the alignment of this Strategic Case and relevant partner strategies and
policies is provided at Appendix C.

Assessment Profile
The recommended programme has been assessed using the NZ Transport Agency’s Investment
Assessment Framework criteria for improvements to public transport. The full assessment is attached
at Appendix D, an assessment profile of High/Medium 2 has been determined for strategic fit and
effectiveness at this Strategic Case phase of the Business Case Approach.

Due to the strategic nature of this assessment it has not been possible to provide a ‘high’ effectiveness
rating at this stage. Further work, through a Programme Business Case will enable a more robust
assessment of effectiveness to be determined.
2
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CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions
The Strategic Case has undertaken a review of the key public transport problems identified by
stakeholders and partners, and a review of available evidence has confirmed that these problems
(related to human behaviour, current public transport system design, network features and external
factors such as land use) are significant and warrant further investigation to meet strategic objectives
and targets.
It is recommended that this Strategic Case is refined through the development of a Programme Business
Case to reconfirm the scale of the problems and to begin to investigate potential strategic interventions
to address the problems and realise the benefits.
It is recommended that:
i.

This Strategic Case is endorsed by project partners, and that;

ii.

Approval is sought to develop a Programme Business Case to consider at the appropriate level
the various strategic options, programmes and alternatives for solving the identified problems.

Successful delivery of a Programme Business Case will involve ongoing collaboration with project
partners and stakeholders throughout the life of the programme, to maximise value for money and
best achieves the outcomes identified by partner agencies.
If the Strategic Case is endorsed by the Greater Christchurch Joint Public Transport Committee, then a
Part B funding application will be presented to NZ Transport Agency’s through formal channels to
progress the Programme Business Case. The Part B would clearly outline the appropriate Business Case
steps for the Programme Business Case. It is expected that the programme business case will take at
least seven months to complete, depending on funding.
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APPENDIX A – ILM PROBLEM STATEMENTS
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APPENDIX B – ILM BENEFIT STATEMENTS
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APPENDIX C – STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
Strategic
Document

Land
Transport
Management
Act
2003
(LTMA)
updated
2013

Government
Policy
Statement
(GPS)
on
Land
Transport
Funding
2015/16
2024/25

Organisation

NZ
Government,
Minister of
Transport

Relationship to the proposal
The LTMA provides the legal framework for managing and funding
land transport activities. The framework channels around $3 billion
of central government funding annually into roading, public
transport and traffic safety.
The aim of the LTMA is to: - "Achieve an affordable, integrated, safe,
responsive and sustainable land transport system".
The act provides an integrated approach to land transport funding
and management that take into account the views of affected
communities. It aims to improving social and environmental
responsibility in land transport funding, planning and management.
The GPS as the national strategic direction for land transport is to
drive improved performance from the land transport system by
focussing on:

NZ
Government,
Minister of
Transport

-

Economic growth and productivity
Road safety
Value for money

This strategic direction has been informed by the Government's
national policy priorities. These are:
-

Building a more competitive and productive economy
Rebuilding Christchurch
Delivering better public services within tight financial constraints
Responsibly managing the Government's finances.

The regional vision for transport is included in the RLTS:
"Canterbury has an accessible, affordable, integrated, safe, resilient
and sustainable transport system".
The vision is supported by five high level objectives to:
Canterbury
Regional
Land
Transport
Strategy
2012 - 2042

Canterbury
Regional
Transport
Committee
(ECan)

-

Ensure a resilient, environmentally sustainable and integrated
transport system
Increase transport safety for all users
Protect and promote public health
Assist economic development
Improve levels of accessibility for all

The RLTS notes that to achieve the regional outcomes over the next
30 years, a shift in the balance of transport investment is required. A
more multi-modal approach will shift investment away from
providing additional road capacity towards active management of the
road network to optimise its use.
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Greater
Christchurch
Transport
Statement
2012

UDS Partners
(CCC, ECan,
Selwyn,
Waimakariri,
NZTA, CERA,
MoT,
LPC,
KiwiRail,
Christchurch
Int. Airport)

The GCTS provides an overarching framework to enable a consistent,
integrated approach to planning, prioritising, implementing and
managing the transport network and services in the Greater
Christchurch area.
The aim is:
"The transport system will support economic and social well-being by
connecting people, goods and services with places, while minimising
the environmental impacts and creating liveable communities".
The strategy highlights a number of top priorities including:
- Public transport: develop public transport interchanges, priority
measures and protect future options.

Christchurch
Transport
Strategic
Plan (2012)

Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan Goals:
1.
Christchurch
2.
City Council
3.
4.

Improve access and choice
Create safe, healthy and liveable communities
Support economic vitality
Create opportunities for environmental enhancements

•

Waimakariri
Ten
Year
Plan (20122022) [10]

Waimakariri
District
Council

1. Transport is accessible, convenient, reliable, affordable and
sustainable
2. Businesses in the District are diverse, adaptable, and growing
3. The community’s needs for health and social services are met
An accessible district – effective and accessible transport system

Selwyn
District
Council
Long Term
Plan (20152025)

Environment
Canterbury
Regional
Council
Long Term
Plan (201525)

Selwyn
District
Council

Environment
Canterbury
Regional
Council
(ECan)

Provide a well-maintained, operated and affordable land transport
system
Advocate for improvements to state highways (NZ Transport Agency)
and public transport services (ECan) where community concerns are
raised.
Environment Canterbury will deliver an efficient and effective public
transport system throughout the region, and a regional land
transport programme. This portfolio will also facilitate earthquake
recovery in greater Christchurch through a range of recovery plans
and programmes.
Public transport
Public transport plays an important role in the operation of our urban
centres, particularly greater Christchurch and Timaru. For the life of
this plan we will be focused on improving our Metro service in these
centres, specifically through the implementation of the new Metro
service in greater Christchurch, known as 'hubs and spokes'.
We will increase our visibility at a strategic leadership level in this
portfolio through:
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1. Promoting alternative transport modes to the car
2. Advocating for research into innovative and new technologies for
public transport and urban growth management – using up-to-date
data
3. Advocating for resilience improvements to the regional land
transport network, and cross-agency and industry solutions to
regional transport matters.
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APPENDIX D – STRATEGIC FIT & EFFECTIVENESS
Criteria

Assessment

Access to Social and Economic Opportunities
Access
to
social
and
economic
opportunities,
particularly for those with
limited access to a private
vehicle

An improved public transport system in Christchurch will provide access
to social and economic opportunities, especially for those with limited
transport options. It will also provide access to major employment
centres which have changed in recent years due to the Christchurch
earthquakes. Note that this criteria satisfies a medium strategic fit.

Service does not meet Demand
Public transport accounts for only 3% of the average daily movements
A service provision does not for people in Greater Christchurch. This is due to a number of factors
meet forecast demand on outlined in the Strategic Case and represents a shortfall in supply,
networks or corridors in frequency and reliability of public transport services. This represents a
major urban areas
mode share decline, with a decrease of 2.3% over the past financial
year.
Deficiency in Journey Time Reliability
There are major public transport travel time reliability issues within the
Christchurch region, where the reliability of inbound bus services in the
morning peak varies between 50 % - 90%, whereas in the evening peak
it varies between 60 % - 85%. Reliability of outbound bus services in the
morning peak is between 30% - 75%, and in the evening peak is
between 12% - 50%.

A deficiency in journey time
Bus movement within Christchurch restricts the ability to offer a high
reliability in major urban
level of service public transport service, with average bus speeds of 14.3
areas
km’s per hour during peak periods.

The PBC is expected to consider more detail, including a coefficient of
variation measure of journey time reliability for buses. However, it is
anticipated that this investigation will highlight a deficiency as there are
several locations across the region where level of service gaps have
been identified for buses.
Indicative High.
Overall

Christchurch is a major urban area within New Zealand, where current
public transport services do not meet potential future demand, and
their current levels of service, including reliability, deters current
demand.

Criteria for Effectiveness
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Component
outcomes
focused

Explanation
•

•

integrated

correctly
scoped

consistency with the current network and
future transport plans

•

consistency with other current and future
activities

•

consistency with current and future land
use planning

•

accommodates different needs across
modes including the integration between
public transport modes, e.g. bus to rail
connections, if applicable

•

support as an agreed programme across
partners, including public transport and
other infrastructure improvements,
operation and maintenance

•

the degree of fit as part of an agreed
strategy or business case

•

has followed the intervention hierarchy to
consider alternatives and
options
including low cost alternatives and
options

•

is of an appropriate scale in relation to the
issue/opportunity

•

affordable

tangible change in addressing the Indicative High
problem, issue or opportunity identified in There is potential to create a tangible
the Strategic Fit assessment
change in public transport within
consistency with levels of service in an Christchurch, where level of reliability
appropriate classification system where a could be increased closer to the 96%
classification system exists
reliability of Auckland from the current
<90%.

•

•

•
•
•

•

Rating

Indicative High
The project is largely aligned with local,
regional, and national planning, notably
the Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan
and Greater Christchurch Metro
Strategy, which both noted a need for
further PT planning and investigation.
The PBC is anticipated to consider
integration across modes (e.g. park and
ride) and across public transport modes
(e.g. bus to rail transfer).

Indicative High
The need for investigation and planning
of public transport services has been
identified in a number of strategies,
including the Christchurch Transport
Strategic Plan and Greater Christchurch
Metro Strategy.

It is anticipated that the PBC will consider
covers and/or manages the spatial impact different levels of alternatives and
(upstream and downstream, network options, the scale of problem, wider
network impacts, and any other adverse
impacts)
impacts.
mitigates any adverse impacts on other
results
is affordable through the lifecycle for all Indicative Medium
parties
The project is anticipated to consider
has understood and traded off the best funding as part of the PBC. There are no
anticipated benefits to organisations
whole of life cost approach
that are not already project partners.
has understood the benefits and costs
between transport users and other parties
and sought contributions as possible
on-going impact on the costs of providing
the public transport services programme
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are understood and accepted by all
funding partners
timely

•

•

delivers enduring benefits over the Indicative Medium
timeframe identified in the justified
strategy or business case
Project timing, staging, and trigger points
provides the benefits in a timely manner are anticipated to be considered as part
of the PBC.
The current downward trend in public
transport patronage, and resultant
cyclical impacts on fares and perception,
could also be viewed as adding urgency
to the project.

confidence •

manages current and future risk for
results/outcomes

•

manages current and future risk for costs

•

Assessment based on lowest rating of all Indicative Medium
components

Overall

Indicative Medium
The PBC is expected to consider project
risks, of which modal shift elasticity is
particularly vulnerable.
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APPENDIX E – SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
Table 4: Metro satisfaction survey results
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Figure 31: Total economic impact on monitored routes
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Figure 32: Congestion maps (Christchurch City Council, 2012)
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Figure 33: 2016 Bus Stop Access (in relation to Future PT Network function)

Figure 34: 2016 Bus Stop Access – ‘Direct’ (No Interchange) Services to Central City Only
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Table 5: Travel time comparison
•

•

•

Distanc
e
•

•

Rangiora –
Christchurc
h CBD

•

30km

•

•

Rolleston –
Christchurc
h CBD

•

23km

•

•

Lyttelton –
Christchurc
h CBD

•

11.5km

•

•

Belfast –
Cashmere

•

15km

•

•

Airport–
Christchurc
h CBD

•

11km

•

•

University Christchurc
h CBD

•

5.5km

•

•

Halswell –
New
Brighton

•

20km

•

Trave
l
Tim
e
3050
min
s
2540
min
s
1520
min
s
2540
min
s
1520
min
s
1015
min
s
2540
min
s

•

CAR

•

•
Petro
l

•

$5

•

$21

•

•

$4

•

$17

•

•

$2

•

$8

•

•

$4

•

$17

•

•

$2

•

$8

•

•

$1

•

$4

•

•

$3

•

$14

•

Cost
• Runnin
g

•
•

Trave
l
Time
5575
min
s
4560
min
s
2540
min
s
2540
min
s
3040
min
s
15 20
min
s
85110
min
s

•

BUS
•

Cost

•
•

CYCL
E
Trave
l
Time

•

Quickes
t Mode

•
•

$5.50
$3.75
*

•

100
mins

•

Car

•
•

$5.50
$3.75
*

•

75
mins

•

Car

•
•

$4.00
$2.55
*

•

75
mins

•

Car

•
•

$4.00
$2.55
*

•

55
mins

•

Car

•
•

$4.00
$2.55
*

•

35
mins

•

Car

•
•

$4.00
$2.55
*

•

20
mins

•

Car

•
•

$4.00
$2.55
*

•

70
mins

•

Car

* Cost with a Metro Card
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METRO MONITORING REPORT
Purpose
1. This paper provides members with an update on greater Christchurch patronage for
the year to date as summarised in the attached monitoring dashboard.

Value proposition
2. The monthly monitoring dashboard provides an overview of key performance
indicators for the greater Christchurch Metro network to enable effective monitoring
of the services provided.

Recommendations
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
3. Receives this report for information.

Key monitoring results
4. Patronage in greater Christchurch decreased by 4.3% in February 2017 compared to
February 2016 and is down by 2.4% so far for the financial year to date (July –
February 2017). 2016 was a leap year with an extra day last February which
increased patronage.
5. Patronage decreased on each of the Frequent Lines in February 2017 compared to
February 2016, which is expected due to the leap year in 2016. When comparing pre
and post-quake patronage results on the Frequent Lines, most remain higher than
before the earthquakes. For example, patronage to date for the Yellow Line and
Orbiter is up in comparison to pre-earthquake levels, although the Yellow Line route
was extended in 2014. (The Blue and Orange Line were introduced after the
earthquakes so pre and post-quake comparisons are not possible).
6. This indicates that the current year-on-year decline we are seeing is compared to
some large post-quake patronage increases due to the dramatic changes in land use
after the earthquakes. As the focus returns to the central city, travel patterns are also
changing, so Orbiter patronage is declining compared to last year but is still sitting
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5% above pre-quake figures. Patronage across the network remains 20% lower than
before the quakes which indicates that the declines have not occurred on the main
corridors used by the Frequent Lines.
7. Reliability across the network was very similar to the same time in 2016. Roadworks
are still prominent around the city, particularly in the CBD and along Riccarton Road
which impacts many of our key routes. Reliability improved significantly on the
Orbiter with late departures down 6% on the same time last year.
8. Reliability of service continues to be an issue as shown in the Dashboard. Customer
feedback indicates that unreliability and long travel times are key factors deterring
passengers from using public transport. Current promotions to increase the use of
Metrocards aim to speed up boarding times which can help, but major infrastructure
projects, such as bus priority along Riccarton Road and general roadworks across
the network, are likely to have the most impact on reliability. Ironically, vehicle
congestion is also a significant contributor during peak times and providing a reliable
transport alternative to combat this is a key goal for the city. Further detailed work
will be undertaken by staff across the partners (ECAN, CCC, CTOC, NZTA) over the
next month to investigate the issue of reliability in more detail. This investigatory work
will be scheduled in for discussion for a future meeting
9. The cost and patronage of each type of route remains quite consistent over time, with
Frequent Lines costing 45% of the budget and attracting 56% of total patronage. In
contrast, the Local routes cost 28% of the budget but only result in 18% of total
patronage which reflects their coverage focus. The Regional Public Transport Plan
offers an opportunity for the Committee to discuss the benefits of frequency vs.
coverage in Greater Christchurch and set some clear goals which will drive
investment.
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Item 8.1 Attachment 1

Greater Christchurch Public Transport Monitoring Dashboard February 2017
2020 Target: Increase patronage in Greater Christchurch and Timaru to 20 million passenger trips per year and achieve 50% cost recovery
Metro Performance
MONTH

QUARTER
Dec-Feb
Dec-Feb 17 vs
2017
Dec-Feb 16

YEAR
Year to
16/17 vs
date
15/16

GREATER
CHRISTCHURCH

Feb 2017

Patronage

1,182,890

3,081,640

↓1.6%

8,830,999

↓2.4%

Commerciality

43.7%

39.5%

↑1.5%

39.2%

↓0.5%

Average passenger
trips per weekday

48,718

39,224

↑1.6%

43,328

↓3.7%

Ave passenger trips
per weekend day

21,472

17,523

↑0.9%

19,809

0%

FINANCIALS
Feb 2017

Average fare
exc GST

Feb 2016

Subsidy per
passenger

Feb 2016

$1.63

$1.56

$2.56

$2.52

Metrocard

Cash

70%

20%

Greater Christchurch

PAYMENT TYPE
Feb 2017
Greater Christchurch

Unique
Metrocards
48,573

SuperGold
card
10%

Customer Interaction
Social Media Interactions Feb 2017

Website Feb 2017
Total web page views

Accessed by
mobile

Accessed by
tablet

Accessed by
computer

Channel

Views

Facebook

98,087

428

↑98%

1,089,675

71%

4%

25%

Twitter

6,562

116

↑70%

Mystery Shopper performance results for all bus services Feb 2017
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Current month
85.6

Current quarter
85.7

Previous quarter
82.8

Interactions Previous month

Types of customer feedback in Feb 2017
Feedback Type
Complaints
Compliments
General Feedback

Count
227
28
68

% of total
0.019%
0.002%
0.006%

PATRONAGE BY COUNCIL
Christchurch City Council (CCC)

Feb 2017

Feb 2016

1,118,286

↓4.1%

Selwyn District Council (SDC)

28,877

↓0.3%

Waimakariri District Council (WDC)

23,208

↓2.1%

Route Performance
Route definitions:
Frequent = high patronage
Connector = patronage and coverage
Local = coverage and accessibility
Other = serve specific target markets
e.g. schools

FREQUENT LINES

Purple

Yellow

Orbiter

Orange

Blue

Feb 2017 vs Feb 2010

↓1.6%

↑12.1%

↑4.9%

n/a

n/a

Feb 2017 vs Feb 2016

↓4.9%

↓7.3%

↓6.5%

↓1.3%

↓3.1%

Frequent

Connector

Local

Schools

Feb 2017 patronage

670,024

249,529

211,368

59,325

% of total patronage

56.3%

21.0%

17.7%

4.9%

Feb 2017 vs Feb 2016

↓5%

↓5%

↑7%

↓1%

PATRONAGE BY TYPE

Network Performance

Route Reliability - Percentage of bus routes with at least one late timepoint departure February 2017
Connector Routes

Frequent Routes

Local Routes

Change from previous year

7.8

-0.6

-6.0

-6.2

5.3

3.7













Orange

Orb A

Orb C

Purple

Yellow

Blue
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 = Percent of bus trips with a late timepoint departure

